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Relativistic Gravitational Energy is Probably Localizable

by Jean Chevalierx)

Department of Theoretical Physics, University of Geneva, Switzerland

(25. VI. 75)

Abstract. Scherrer's linear theory and the tetradic formalism lead to a covariant representation
of gravitational energy-momentum (GEM) in general relativity. Unfortunately, the GEM-density
is not invariant under transformations of tetrads, and this defect seems to be as awkward as the
well-known difficulties of the Einsteinian GEM-complex. Some authors, M0ller for instance,
suggested supplementary conditions to determine tetrads without ambiguity, but their considerations

are of a purely mathematical nature. In the static case, we formulate on the contrary a
physically well-founded variational principle. The resulting field equations plus suitable boundary
conditions determine the tetrads unambiguously. In this formalism, gravitational energy is thus
quite localizable.

1. Introduction

During the last 20 years, the problem of relativistic gravitational energy-momentum
(GEM) localizability has been the subject of a great number of papers, which

however, have not led to a definitive clarification of the question. In the Einsteinian
formalism of general relativity (GR), it is well known that it is impossible to localize
GEM (in other words, we cannot construct a tensorial expression of the GEM). This
fact has even an elementary physical justification (see Landau-Lifschitz's interpretation
[1, p. 401]). But later, Scherrer's linear formalism [2] and the theory of tetrads (more
particularly developed by Moller [3]) allowed a different approach of the question.
Tensorial expressions of GEM could be defined in the framework of these formalisms.
The obtained results are certainly very interesting, but they exhibit an important
defect: GEM-density is not invariant under transformations of tetrads. It is thus
doubtful to speak of GEM-localizability in this case. Different propositions were
formulated to solve this type of difficulty. For instance, Moller [3] gives supplementary
conditions for the tetrads. Thus the latter should be defined unambiguously, with the
help of suitable boundary conditions. Unfortunately, in spite of the 'good' results
obtained with this method, these supplementary conditions are of a purely
mathematical nature, and have no physical foundations. According to Moller's own opinion,
it is then difficult to speak of a 'definitive' solution in the sense of GEM-localizability.

In his last paper about this subject [4, p. 12], Moller expresses the idea that:
'... therefore, unless one can find a good physical argument for fixing the gauge
throughout the system, it has no physical meaning to speak about the energy distribution

inside the system. This would be in complete agreement with Einstein's own
point of view. Actually, nobody has so far been able to give a prescription for measuring

the energy of the gravitational field in a small region, in contrast to the total

1) Supported by the Swiss National Research Fund.
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energy for which such prescriptions are easily given'. In two recent publications [5, 6],
we showed however, that there are, on the contrary, some good physical reasons in
favour of localizability. It is therefore reasonable to search for physically justified
supplementary conditions for the tetrads field. The present paper is devoted to this
purpose, in the framework of Scherrer's linear formalism.

2. Scherrer's Linear Formalism

In this paragraph, we briefly recall to mind some essential results of Scherrer's
formalism (for a detailed account of this formalism, see [2]). In the 'external' case
(gravitational field out of the sources) field equations are obtained, which are equivalent
to Einstein's:

8tK-"v A" 0 (2.1)
dx"

rA,,wv being a tensorial density antisymmetric in p and v, we deduce from (2.1):

dx"
0 (2.2)

i.e. differential conservation laws. The S~K •" axe defined by the formulas of the following
table:

$~A gTA (2.3)

g dét(g\J (2.4)

gAx) eag«-Jx)g«-Ax) g"\x) eaga,-"(x)ga,-v(x)1) (2.5)

TA iV + JA - 2TA (2.6)

{A - -AfAf^gy."1 + gx."H (2-7)

TA 2(f"\ -fA)f\BgA + gAH
TA 2f(f\age.-" -fgaA + gAH
H=faß%ßr H=feaActB H-ffa (2-8)

/\«v i(3„£\v - 8vg\„) (2.9)

J HV gu. gv.' 7 '.aß Ja — j aß CtC.

The conservation laws (2.2) imply that the quantities:

Pk - i J ^A d3x (2.10)

are constants of motion (* 8irG/ci). In particular, for a closed system in the static
case, we interpret P0 as the total gravitational energy of this system :

P0 - - j" r0;° d3x (2.11)

») e0 eoa 1, e, e„ — 1, eaS 0 (a # ß).
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3. The Field Equations for the Tetrads

The expression (2.11) is to compare with the integral Epot —1/SirJG2 dV of
the classical theory (G is the gravitational field). Now, we know that the classical field
equation out of the source can be derived from the variational principle 8Epot 0 =>

A<p 0. By analogy, we postulate that, in the static case ofGR, the field equations for
the tetrads are also deducedfrom a corresponding variational principle:

bP0 ~ S f y0;° d3x 0 (3.1)

On the other hand, the g*\u(x) have of course to satisfy the constraints (2.5).
Let us define :

G„v g„v - ^r-.^'.v 0 (3.2)

JV°* ^o7° + *uv(x)Guv (3.3)

where the ten symmetric Lagrange multipliers A(wv)(x) have the character of a tensorial
density of rank 2. In this variational problem with constraints, the field equations are
('external' case):

die*

dsr0 -°*

m
d.T0;°*

0 (3.4)

The formulas (2.3)-(2.9), (3.2) and (3.3) show that the field equations (3.4) for
the tetrads gA\u(x) axe of second order. The systems (3.2) and (3.4) give 26 equations
for the 26 unknown functions gx\Ax) and A(MV)(xJ. With suitable boundary conditions,
we can then hope that these equations determine the 'good' tetrads unambiguously
('good' tetrads those which give a correct energy value). In our formalism, the
equations (3.4) play the same role as Moller's six supplementary conditions.
Nevertheless, in our case, the field equations for the tetrads seem to be correctly physically
justified by the above variational principle, according to a well-known classical
example.

In order that the situation be as described above, it is necessary that the field
equations (3.4) are independent. If this is not the case, we could arbitrarily choose
some tetrads, and the GE-density would not necessarily be invariant under transformations

of tetrads compatible with (3.2) and (3.4). The problem would thus not be
resolved in the sense of localization.

But the detailed form of these field equations is very complicated (we give an
outline of the calculations in the appendix), and the problem of independence seems
to be rather difficult. In this paper, we prefer to illustrate our formalism by an example.

4. The Schwarzschild-Scherrer Solution

In the problem with spherical symmetry (exterior case), Scherrer proposes the
following tetrads (for the reasons of this choice, see [7]) :
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ti 2a

(*\,)

0

1

AA
TA

o o

sin & cos cp r cos & cos <p — r sin & sin <p

sin & sin <p r cos # sin <p r sin # cos cp

\
°

7=?
cos & — r sin &

(4.1)

where a s GM/c2. With the help of formulas (2.5), one easily sees that these gA>,„

indeed give the Schwarzschild metric:

dr2
ds2 (• - y-)(dx°y —- - r2(d&2 + sin2 & dcp2)

2a

r
The tetrads (4.1) further lead to the 'good' total energy:
P0 - Mc2

The diagonal tetrads :

2t7
— 0
r

1

(4.2)

(4.3)

lJA,

it'J 0

A~- 2a

r

0 0

0 0
(4.4)

r 0

0 rsin&l
0 0

\ 0 0

are formally simpler than (4.1), and correspond to the same metric. But the total
gravitational energy calculated with the help of (4.4) is infinite! The gx\„ are thus not
'good' tetrads.

Now we have verified precisely that the 'good' tetrads (4.1) satisfy the field equations

(3.4), with the following expressions of the Lagrange multipliers Xiuv)(x):

A00 0

A22 —

°AA

*'/' - r
\Kv 0 (p*v)

sin & A33 ¦

2r A^r

sin &

1

2a sin &
(4.5)
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On the other hand, with the total GE given by the tetrads gA,iW being infinite,
it is clear that these are not a solution of the equations (3.4), although they satisfy
(3.2). From the point of view of our GE-localization problem, the gK\u have then to be
excluded.

This example thus proves that there is a good chance that our field equations
(3.4), physically well justified, are adequate supplementary conditions for the 'good'
tetrads.

5. Conclusion

If the equations (3.4) are independent, they give the supplementary conditions
(physically justified) which are necessary for an unambiguous determination of the
tetrads. At least in the static case, we could then consider our problem as resolved
in the sense of the GE-localization.

Even if it is difficult to prove the independence of our field equations, the example
of §4 shows nevertheless that they are very restrictive conditions for the tetrads.
According to this formalism, the gravitational energy is probably localizable.

Appendix

^"o,'°* contains in particular the term (see (2.6) and (2.7)):

ifo,-° ig(-4fa0T\gy.'° + go.'0 H) (A.l)

As an example, we give the calculation of:

,0«v
0

(ggy.'AaoT'ß) (A.2)
8

Let us recall the relation :

m
the relat

f",r gAgy.'T:»!, igß,'°gA i^f - ~f) (A.3)

deduce :

i*\igß,'Vgy7U - gy.-'gß.-'') (A.4)

from which we deduce :

8f%

m
On the other hand :

fan' eae'faoe etc. (A.5)

(A.2) can be rewritten as follows :

ho,'0m eAe'ggy,'0
8Aoe

fa fa df"y
J yß -r J Oß

8(^yy° J"\(%A)\ dx" J \ dxv J

ieaese>ggy;0[8\(g0-Tgß^ - gß,'*g0Af%ß
+ faoß8\(gy.'Vgß."' -gß,'vgy7u))

i2£r,•0lSo,•vA''•'' - go,'ufAv + e%0,-ugy;" - e%o,'vgy.''']

iglgo.AA11 - gAfAv + g°%o7u - g0lxfM;v]
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The <#0io,'ot"vl are a |>v]-antisymmetric tensor density under the group of purely
spatial coordinate transformations. It follows that (3/&xv)<^A0>,0[''vl is a contravariant
vector density. The left hand sides of the field equations for the tetrads have exactly
this character.

The 8-^'o.,0/8gh\u axe calculated in the same way, but here, the development is
more tedious.
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